From a philosophical point of view, a concept of symmetry seems to be an acceptable idea of basic importance in general. This is also true especially for a wide range of scientific structures and phenomena. In fact, elementary particles of a matter are constructed on the basis of a symmetry of particles and antiparticles and/or a pair of positively and negatively charged particles. Such an idea has been applied to 'cosmology' as found in KleinAlfvén's model of matter and antimatter universe [1] . Although a symmetry of elementary particles has been well recognized and established both theoretically and experimentally, for example as seen in electron-positron pairs, it may be so difficult to obtain directly convincing proof of a symmetry of universe. One can see, however, a tiny universe in separation of positive and negative charges of thunderclouds consisting of vertical and horizontal dipole cells corresponding to separation of matter and antimatter consisting of matter and antimatter cells. Then lightning phenomena are regarded as a manifestation of symmetry breakdown. An astronomical study based on such an idea of symmetry and symmetry breakdown can also been found in a hereditary book of secrets on astronomy written in Japanese by Zenkichi Kikuchi (1794Kikuchi ( -1863, an ancestor of the author's lineage [2, 3] .
Introduction
In 1998, the author presented an invited paper entitled "An Astronomical Study in Japan in Eighteen Century", introducing a book written in Japanese by Zenkichi Kikuchi [3] at the International Congress on Arts and Communications, New Orleans/Louisiana, August 30 -September 6, 1998. This book attempts to explain all things in nature, including astronomy, meteorology, environment, even human physiology, based on a unified philosophical and scientific concept of symmetry or positive and negative matter and symmetry breakdown. Specifically, the contents consist of thirty-three items: universe, matter, cloud, rain, snow, rainbow, thundercloud, lightning stroke, earthquake, human physiology etc. over more than one hundred pages on the Japanese paper by a writing brush.
Such a basic concept of symmetry and symmetry breakdown seems to an acceptable idea of basic importance in general from philosophical point of view. This is also true especially for a wide range of scientific structures and phenomena. In fact, elementary particles of a matter are constructed on the basis of a symmetry of particles and antiparticles and/or a pair of positively and negatively charged particles. Such an idea has something in common to Nobel laureate Alfvén's idea and he says, 'Cosmology has always been -and will be by definition always remain -a borderland between science and philosophy -some would say religion' [1] and has been applied to 'cosmology' as found in Klein-Alfvén's model of matter and antimatter universe [1] . Although a symmetry of elementary particles has been well recognized and established both theoretically and experimentally, for example as seen in electron-positron pairs, it may be so difficult to obtain directly convincing proof of a symmetry of universe.
One can see, however, a tiny universe corresponding to separation of matter and antimatter consisting of matter and antimatter cells [Sec.1] . Then lightning phenomena are regarded as a manifestation of symmetry breakdown as indicated above [2, 3] .
It has been found that in many 'lightning strokes', both electric reconnection and crtical ionization effects are involved in all discharge processes as proved by many natural and triggered lightning and laboratory discharges [4, Sec.2] . The positive leader velocity and the positive streamer, negative and dart leader velocities can be estimated by the ion and electron critical velocity, respectively [Sec.2] . It is of particular interest that lightning strokes to vertical needles on the ground surface at electrical cusp points before placing them had a most high probability in statistical survey experiments in a costal region of the Sea of Japan though this was accidentally found [4, 5, Sec.3 ].
Thunderclouds as a Tiny Plasma Universe in Symmetry
Symmetrical plasma universe is regarded as matter and antimatter consisting of matter and antimatter cells and/or dipole cells. Likewise, thunderclouds are considered to be an ensemble of two kinds of thunderstorm cells, vertical and horizontal, each cell consisting of a double layer or a pair of dipole, as Fig. 1 , thus to be a tiny plasma universe in symmetry. Fig. 1 (a) represents vertical thunderstorm cell for summer storms, while Fig. 1 (B) and (C) represent two kinds of horizontal thunderstorm cells for winter storms: (B) and (C) refer to bipolar and monopolar clouds, respectively. When two clouds with opposite polarity are facing each other nearly horizontally for monopolar clouds (or when opposite charges are separated within a cloud for dipolar clouds) above the ground, a point or line of zero electric field, namely an electric cusp should exist between the two clouds and the ground; both cases are essentially the same unless thermohydrodynamic corrections are taken into account. Such a sequence of clouds aligned horizontally forms periodical electric cusps between the clouds with opposite polarity and the ground. The dashed line shows the electric line of force, and the shaded area indicates an electric cusp across which there exist two regions of opposite polarity. When the images of horizontal cloud charges onto the ground are taken into account, the whole charge and electric field configuration becomes like quadrupole. This produces new effects of the quadrupole with particles or fluid, namely helicity or vortex generation. As a result of electric reconnection through particles or fluid put in a cusp region, particle acceleration or critical ionization occurs, depending on whether the background gas pressure is below or beyond the breakdown threshold, respectively. The latter case produces vortices, uncharged and/or charged, even without conventional thermohydrodynamic origin and is a new important factor for vortex generation such as tornadic thunderstorms.
The process of thundercloud formation has well been established and is found even in Ref. [2] in the form similar to the present knowledge as early as in the eighteen century around the time when Franklin performed famous kite experiments.
Lightning Discharge as a Manifestation of Symmetry Breakdown
Lightning phenomena are regarded as a manifestation of symmetry breakdown, in many cases by electric reconnection being followed by critical ionization when the back-ground gas pressure is beyond the breakdown threshold.
First surface discharge and ionization occur around particles in a cusp region, generating EHD shocks in the form of positive and negative streamers and leaders as a result of critical ionization towards the negative and positive cloud charges, respectively, forming discharge channels, eventually resulting in a main discharge or return stroke. In a sequence of these processes, the critical ionization velocities have been found to be most relevant for the evaluation of both streamer and leader velocities: electron critical velocity defined as v ec = (2eV i /m e ) 1/2 for positive and negative streamers and for negative and dart leaders (e: electronic charge, m e : electron mass, V i : ionization potential of the background gas); ion critical velocity defined as v ic = (2eV i /m i ) 1/2 for positive leaders (m i : ion mass). The mechanism of streamer and leader development is essentially the same for positive and negative streamers, negative and dirt leaders, or positive leaders, and their ionization front is assumed to be characterized by energy transfer from the kinetic energy of free electrons or ions to the ionization energy of background neutrals, respectively, although an instantaneous or average velocity during motion has to be taken up for negative leaders because they are stepped [4] .
In addition, it may be interesting according to Ref. [2] that the energy of positive lightning is larger than that of negative lightning in agreement with the modern knowledge that cloud-to-cloud and to ground discharges including positive lightning are larger than usual cloud-to-ground negative lightning in energy. It says that earthquake is also a phenomenon of symmetry breakdown like lightning discharge. Further, it claims that there is no simultaneous occurrence of lightning and large earthquake in agreement with the modern knowledge of no simultaneous occurrence of hurricanes and large earthquakes.
It can be stated that in many 'lightning strokes', both electric reconnection and critical ionization effects are involved in all discharge processes as proved by many natural and triggered lightning and laboratory discharges [4] and that positive leader and negative streamer and dart leader velocities can be estimated to be ion and electron critical velocities, respectively.
Direct Observational Evidence of Electric Cusp and Reconnection Model
A new experimental evidence supporting a cusp model has been obtained accidentally from natural lightning experiments during winter thunderstorms in 1985∼1989 in a coastal region of the Sea of Japan [4, 5] where cloud shape and charge distribution are extended more horizontally at lower altitudes due to a wind shear [see Fig.1 (b) and (c)] in contrast to their vertical extent at higher altitudes in summer [see Fig.1(a) ]. Accordingly, electric cusps are formed between a sequence of clouds with opposite polarities and the ground as shown schematically in Fig.2 . It has been found that eleven stroke points of cloud-to-ground discharges were all located within a narrow area of 1.1 km width within a cusp on the ground. Specifically, eleven strokes occurred just at the cusp center, and 63% and 37% of stroke event occurred within a distance 1 km and 0.5 km from the cusp on the ground, respectively. These indicate that natural cloud-to-ground strokes occur most likely in a cusp region on the ground with an initially low electric field where a sudden change of low to very high electric field almost zero to infinite could occur, while such a catastrophe never happens in other areas of initially high electric fields. In this connection, one must recall that the electric cusp is a source-origin of chaos and that any perturbation into a cusp, typically by dust or object, causes electric field merging toward the dust or object, increasing local electric fields around it drastically. This can easily be done by one of metal pieces scattered on the ground or a projection of the ground in a cusp region. Thus the cusp model described above is well supported by natural lightning experiments performed in Japan [4, 5] .
It is of particular interest that lightning strokes to vertical needles on the ground surface at electrical cusp points before placing them had a most high probability in statistical survey experiments though this was accidentally found [4, 5] .
Conclusion
The present paper reviews a unified philosophical and scientific view point of symmetry and symmetry breakdown made so far and attempts to update it on the basis of a new Electrohydrodynamics (EHD ) that has been established and developed recently. In particular attention is paid to the basic common concept of plasma universe and thundrclouds. As a whole, the paper reveals the following results: (1) The concept of symmetry or positive and negative matter and symmetry breakdown and the attempt of its application to all things in nature including thunderstorms, earthquake, and human physiology can be seen in Ref. [2] as early as in the eighteen century. (2) Such an idea has something in common to Alfvén's idea and its application to 'cosmology' as found in Klein-Alfvén's model of matter and antimatter universe [1] . (3) Cloud charge and electric field configurations in the planetary atmospheres are basically replaced by electric quadrupoles or quadrupole-like configurations that form electric cusps and mirrors and bring a variety of new effects such as electric reconnection, critical ionization velocities and helicity or vortex generation. (4) Electric reconnection plays significant roles in energy transfer in the atmosphere such as particle acceleration or a sequence of the processes, namely surface discharge and ionization followed by EHD shocks, streamer and leader elongation, critical ionization, discharge channel formation and eventual main discharge or return stroke, depending on whether the background gas pressure is below or beyond the breakdown threshold. (5) Positive and negative streamer, negative and dart leader velocities are estimated as the electron critical velocity, while positive leader velocities are estimated as the ion critical velocity. (6) Electric quadrupoles or quadrupole-like configurations can be a new source-origin of helicity which is a new important factor for vortex generation such as tornadic thunderstorms apart from a conventional thermohydrodynamic origin. (7) Atmospheric and underground phenomena, both thunderstorms and earthquakes, are a manifestation of symmetry breakdown, but there are no simultaneous occurrence between thunderstorms and large earthquakes. (8) Thus the present paper attempts to update a unified general idea of symmetry and symmetry breakdown on the basis of a new Electrohydrodynamics (EHD ) that has been established and developed recently.
